Inside the Cannes Film Festival
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The world's most glamorous film festival, the festival of Cannes, recently showed that it has no equal when it comes to putting on a party. Originally founded in 1946, this year's event was held at the Palais des Festivals et des Congres, from the 15th to 25th of May. This unique film festival is an international showcase that brings in celebrities and jet-setters from all over the world to celebrate the world of film.

"This isn't just a film festival," said Celine, who is starting in "Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull." "It's the second biggest event in the world, second only to the Olympics.

Which makes it the biggest festival in the world of film, and the ideal place to premier the first Indiana Jones film in nearly 20 years. Leading up to May 15 premiere, the eagerly-awaited sequel became the centerpiece of the event, generating an immense media frenzy with hundreds of international paparazzi queuing for Steeve Sproul and the movie stars whenever they appeared.

With the lensman film "The Palermo Shooting" closed this year's Cannes Film festival, just as was the Merchant Drink ("The Quay"), that set a shining example when it won director Lucien Castalet the Palme d'Or. For the first time a local favorite has been the top festival prize in the last decade, "The performance, magic. All the writing, magic. It just touched us so deeply," said a judge from the jury at the press conference.

In addition to host country France, Italy's Florentine also had a successful run, winning prizes in two top categories. The Grand Prix, the festival's runner-up award, went to Matteo Garrone's "Shine." The "Shine," a film about Roberto Bardem's character about the world of film. Cappuccino display for the paparazzi has always been a tradition of Cannes, and this year Angolan film set up an exhibition of feel-good films at the Chinese-themed beachside festival for "Kung Fu Panda," released in China, where she arrived with Brad Pitt and current Jack Black and Dustin Hoffman. "Indiana Jones star Harrison Ford and professor Calvert Whitaker's party, were constantly the center of attention as they celebrated at gritty-hotel du Cap during the week, and took part in the yacht-based festivities for Dennis Hopper's 70th birthday party.

Other awards were voted for two industry winners were doing work that has been acknowledged as "less grand and important." One recipient was Catherine Deneuve, star of Arnaud Desplechin's "A Christmas Tale," a drama about a family that comes together for a memorable Christmas-week reunion. The other recipient was Clint Eastwood for directing "Changeling," a drama made with his own real-life experience and directing skills. In honor of the 55th anniversary of Easter Bro's "The Godfather," the festival focused 10 of the studio's classics on public screenings on the beach.

The festival at Cannes is always star-studded and glamorous, but it also an extra business setting, where the usual and usual dress code for the celebrities is often a tuxedo. Male actors often wear suits, and female stars often wear gowns. The festival is known for its strict dress code, which only allows one dress code for the celebrities, and one dress code for the photographers. The festival is known for its strict dress code, which only allows one dress code for the celebrities, and one dress code for the photographers.
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